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Achilles Link Up approval enables Luminite to supply PIR detectors to
the UK’s rail industry.

Luminite has achieved Achilles Link Up approval status, allowing the company to supply
its Genesis wireless PIR detector systems to the UK’s rail industry.
Achilles is an independent, specialist organization providing supplier pre-qualification,
evaluation and monitoring audit services. It is recognised by professional buyers in
many of the world's largest companies, across a wide variety of industrial markets. The
Achilles Link Up programme is a supplier pre-qualification audit designed specifically for
the UK rail industry and endorsed by Network Rail. It is referenced by the buyers
responsible for rail infrastructure procurement, whilst ensuring compliance with current
railway legislation. Achilles Link-up is governed by the Rail Industry Supplier
Qualification Scheme (RISQS), the rail industry’s own supplier audit board.
Graham Creek, managing director of the UK-based PIR manufacturer Luminite,
explains the significance of the approval. “Achilles Link Up status demonstrates that
Luminite is a high quality and reliable supplier, meeting the demanding requirements of
the rail industry. The Link Up programme drives high performance and continuous

improvement amongst supplier members. It is trusted and respected by purchasing
organisations the world over, reducing the need for member companies to do their own
supplier verification audits. The approval results are shared with all buyer members in
the Achilles Link-up group, increasing Luminite’s profile in the rail industry.
“Theft of materials from railways and trespassing are on the increase, with potentially
catastrophic results for individuals and the rail service. Our Genesis wireless PIRs are
ideal for detecting people on railway lines, at any time of day or night. Battery powered
operation makes the PIRs especially suitable for use in remote locations, rapid
deployment applications and on sections of track which are difficult to access. Luminite
is proud to be officially recognized as a rail industry supplier.”
Contact Luminite on 020 8368 7887 or visit luminite.co.uk for more information.
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